Valerie Hope
Speaker & Leadership Coach

DYNAMIC.

INSPIRATIONAL.

ENGAGING.
When our bank
began looking for FRESH
LEADERSHIP TRAINING, Valerie
came to mind. WOW, she was a hit
with our team! Comments from the
team included “SHE WAS AMAZING!”
and “VALERIE LIT A FIRE IN ME!”
If you are looking for someone to
re-energize your team, Valerie Hope
is an incredible choice!”
Twana Billeaudeau
COO, The Bank & Trust

Featured Clients
• Bed Bath & Beyond

Valerie Hope inspires and activates global leaders to come
alive! Her thought-provoking questions and unique strategies
empower people from all walks of life. Her sessions are designed
to go beyond concepts and data points, to shine a light on what
has heart and meaning.
A native Spanish-speaker, Valerie has developed and transformed
leaders throughout Latin America, North America and Europe to
become more conscious, connected, and creative.
While her delivery is fun, engaging and playful, attendees report
breakthroughs in achieving meaningful goals, transforming
relationships, and communicating with confidence. Whether
delivering a keynote, facilitating a breakout or participating in
a panel discussion, Valerie exudes wisdom, curiosity, and joy.

If I had to pick only one word for Valerie, I would say POWERFUL!
She had my company leadership team completely engaged.
Her EXPERT FACILITATION turned aggressive goals into a clear
execution roadmap, and our entire team is more committed.
Her MASTERY OF INDIVIDUAL COACHING AND COMMUNICATION
brings the rare combination of player/coach that everyone respects.”
Scott Mairs, Executive Partner, Gartner

• Google
• Lennox International
• Etsy

Connect with Valerie

• Anheuser-Busch

214.507.2983

• Salesforce

Valerie@ValerieHope.com

• U.C. Berkeley

www.ValerieHope.com

• Dallas Independent School District
• Southwest Airlines
• Paycom
For a complete list, visit www.ValerieHope.com

linkedin.com/in/ValerieHope

Valerie brings her audiences
to life with topics such as:
BRING JOY TO LIFE IN DEI
Initiatives related to diversity, equity, and inclusion
are often deeply rooted in legal compliance. Yet
there is often a missing ingredient. JOY! Joy is
harnessing the power of the human spirit to create
a culture of curiosity and connection between
people. It transforms the inner world of the people
those same systems are designed to impact and
can move them from compliance to compassion.
• Identify and disrupt patterns that prevent them
from connecting with others.
• Expand and collaborate with their network of allies.
• Increase confidence when working with
cross-cultural teams.

CREATING YOUR CIRCLE OF INFLUENCERS
If individuals or teams set goals and then expect
to achieve them on their own, their success might
be limited. When they intentionally seek to build
meaningful relationships with people who possess
key strengths, resources and connections, they
optimize their chances for success. Along with Valerie’s
expertise and personalized approach, leaders can
achieve the goals that bring their vision to life.
• Evaluate, define and leverage current relationships.
• Explore four types of relationships essential to
an effective circle of influencers.
• Create a strategy to revitalize your circle.

Valerie has an incredible ability
to make an immediate connection
with all people. She has a DYNAMIC
PRESENCE that CAPTURES YOUR
ATTENTION and naturally INSPIRES
PARTICIPATION. Her engaging style
motivates attendees to create action
plans to follow through with personal
and professional goals. I’ve witnessed
the positive impact she has on leaders.”
Lisa Welch
Director of Associate Services
Omni Hotels & Resorts

LISTENING FOR GREATNESS: PRACTICAL EMPATHY
When one is learning how to effectively communicate,
the focus is typically on speaking. However, extraordinary
service and leadership are fundamentally grounded
on how individuals listen and then mindfully choose
how to respond. Listening is the first step in creating
space for empathy, managing conflict, and building
understanding.
• Practice remaining present and grounded
in stressful situations.
• Exercise non-verbal and verbal
communication techniques.
• Build influence and effectively connect with others.

Connect with Valerie:
214.507.2983
Valerie@ValerieHope.com
www.ValerieHope.com
linkedin.com/in/ValerieHope

Check out Valerie
in action:
bit.ly/CheckOutValerie

